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63 Utilities Share
Thoughts & Insights on Pole Fire

Causation & Remediation



Exacter has been helping utilities avoid grid damage from deteriorated equipment 
and fires for over a decade.  Our participation in the CIGRE Wildfire Mitigation 
Working Group helped us understand the varied nature of wildfires, and that pole 
fires and deteriorated electrical equipment play a major role in the problem.  We 
wanted to learn more from utility experience.

We are very pleased with the response to our survey.  We are surprised that 
equipment was ranked as the most significant contributor to pole fires.  However, 
the most surprising result was that most responders have no pole fire mitigation 
strategy in place.

At Exacter, we are pleased to help our customers locate deteriorated equipment 
that cause the pole fire syndrome of increased leakage current and aged poles.  
Our customers are enabled to complete predictive maintenance, avoiding 
catastrophic pole failures and collateral fire damage.

John L. Lauletta, CEO   
jlauletta@exacterinc.com
Exacter, Inc.

A message from the CEO...



ABOUT THIS
SURVEY & RESEARCH
Since 2007, Exacter has done extensive research on pole fire causation, prevention, and the conditions that 
surround them.  In the fall of 2018, Exacter CEO John Lauletta made a presentation on pole fires to the 
TDM & MA Conference.  In the summer of 2019, as part of his efforts with the CIGRE Pole Fire Working 
Group, John committed to CIGRE to gather additional information on the subject.  This survey report and the 
pole fire insights in it are the result of that effort.

Utilities Surveyed
v  63

Breakdown by Type
v  30 Rural Cooperatives

v  17 Municipal Utilities

v  12 Investor Owned Utilities

v  4 Canadian Utilities

Breakdown by Size
v  18%  Under 700 Miles of Overhead

v  18%  700-1700 Miles of Overhead

v  27%  2500-4000 Miles of Overhead

v  16%  5000-8000 Miles of Overhead

v  20% 16,000- 90,000 Miles of Overhead

Breakdown by Region
v  33% Midwest

v  21% South

v  19%  West

v  14% Northwest

v  13% Northeast

This map shows the geographic distribution of survey respondents. 



EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

n  Only 19% of utilities surveyed have a specific pole fire mitigation program or strategy in place.

n  While the cost to repair damage from a pole fire was cited to be as high as $40,000 per incident, 
      the majority of utilities (63%) estimate the typical cost is between $10,000-$20,000.

n  25% of the utilities (one in four) reported at least one incident in which a pole fire led to significant
      collateral damage. 

n  68% of respondents, almost 7 in 10, believe the primary cause of the pole fire is related to overhead
      equipment failure, flashover, arcing, or current leakage.

n  There was no clear consensus on which season of the year was most conducive for pole fires, although
      the fall and winter were almost unanimously seen as seasons where fewer occur.

n  Regarding pole fire frequency, Exacter has interviewed companies who have experienced 500, 1000 and
     even 3000 pole fires in one 12-month period.  In this survey, most (63%) respondents cited 1-5 incidents
      per year.  18% of respondents estimated 10-20 pole fires per year.

n  There were 546 pole fires reported in the survey.  61 utilities, or 11%, of these had collateral damage. 
      This means the total cost to repair 9 pole fires (on average) would be $135,000, but the cost of the 
     10th could have liability issues that extend over one million dollars.



The Data

1. At your utility, 
approximately how 
many pole fires 
occurred in the last 
12 months?  

Q:

1-5 Per Year 

63%

10-20 Per Year 

18%

5-10 Per Year 

14%

Insights

Comments
v  Both of our pole fires were from phase breaking loose and 
      contacting cross-arm.

v  Our pole fires are caused by lack of bonding and grounding.

v  We are a small utility with only about 1,200 poles. We average 
      around one pole fire every other year.

80% of responding utilities 
have fewer than 8000 miles 
of overhead which skews the 
number of pole fires into the 
1-5 pole fires per year.

Frequency of pole fires 
ranged from one pole fire 
every 21 miles to one pole 
fire for every 15,000 miles. 

Pole Fire Facts
v  Each year in the United States there are thousands of 
      incidents of utility poles catching fire and causing damage.

v  One utility reported over 1000 pole fires in a single 
      12-month period.

v  Industry research shows the average cost to repair, 
      replace equipment and install a new pole is between
      $15,000-$20,000.

POLE FIRE
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(Replacement Cost $15 - $75,000)

(Replacement Cost $150,000 - $300,000)

(Replacement Cost $75,000 - $150,000)
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The Data

2. In the last year, 
has a utility pole fire 
led to a brush fire, 
wild fire, or home/
building fire?  

Q:

Insights

Comments
v  In some cases the fire brigade attended to put the fire out.  
      The risk of a large forest fire is very real especially in summer.  
      As weather patterns change I can see our plans for dealing
      with such an event will change too.

25% of respondents (poten-
tially 36%) say that at least 
one pole fire has led to ad-
ditional collateral damage in 
the form of a brush fire, wild 
fire, or property damage.  

When this happens, an incon-
venient $500-$20,000 repair 
can become a “six-to-seven 
figure” property damage/
liability law suit.

Pole Fire Facts
v  The root cause of most pole fires is the breakdown of insulating
      properties of overhead equipment and the resultant current 
      leakage.

v  Arcing and burning occurs at the points with the highest 
      electric field, and the burning process accelerates when the 
      moisture content of wood is increased.
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25%
of utilities have reported at least

one incident of collateral damage



The Data

Comments
v  Downed wire caused a small brush fire.

v  Fortunately the small brush fires that were caused by downed
      lines, contact and flash-over with trees, burning material or
      embers from crossarms falling to the ground or being blown
      away from the site were contained only by their location or
      sparsely spread vegetation. In some cases the fire brigade
      attended to put the fire out. The risk of a large bush/forest fire
      is very real especially in summer. As weather patterns change
      I can see our plans for dealing with such an event will 
      change too.

3. If Yes, How many 
of these incidents 
would you estimate 
in the last year? 

Q:

1-3 Incidents of Collateral Damage 

76%

3-5 Incidents of Collateral Damage 

10%

More than 5 Incidents of Collateral Damage 

10%

Insights

Of the utilities experiencing 
collateral damage, approxi-
mately 76% report pole fires 
resulted in 1-3 collateral 
damage incidents and 
another 20% report 3 or 
more incidents. 

Pole Fire Facts
v  Liability lawsuit and property damage costs can cost six and 
      seven figure sums, which is why preventing pole fires is more 
      critical than simply the cost to replace the pole and equipment.

v  Assets not protected by lightning arresters, or where failing 
      or failed lightning arresters are undetected, run a significantly 
      higher risk for lightning-induced pole fires.
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The Data

Comments
v  Failing porcelain due to freeze/thaw cycles. 

v  Forest underbrush management.

v  Lack of bonding - induction heating.

v  Salt spray & equipment tracking. 

v  Loose connections are the root cause.

v  Salt spray coming in off the coast is the cause. 

4. What do you 
believe is the most 
prevalent cause for 
pole fires? 

Q:

Equipment Causation

68%

Weather Causation

20%

Insights

Respondents overwhelmingly
cited equipment as the 
number one causation for 
pole fires.  Clearly, addressing 
failing equipment should be 
a primary target for any kind 
of remediation effort.

Pole Fire Facts
v  When salt, dirt, dust, fire ash, bird feces and other contaminants 
      from the environment adhere to the surface of components, 
      it creates dry bands.

v  Diverged axial currents will cause the growth of this dry layer 
      of contaminants on the surface, reducing BIL and further 
      impeding insulation properties.

v  Most of the applied voltage tracks across the contaminants 
      forming a pathway for leaking and arcing current.
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The Data

5. At your utility, 
do pole fires occur 
more frequently 
on…  

Q:

Distribution Poles

89%

Transmission Structures

11%

Insights

We believe the results for this 
question are an accurate rep-
resentation for two reasons.  
First, the vast majority of 
poles and assets are on the 
distribution system.  Second, 
many of the smaller utilities 
surveyed do not maintain 
their own transmission 
system.

Pole Fire Facts
v  One large rural utility reported over 100 pole fires in a 12-month
      period on their transmission structures.

v  Identifying the locations of equipment exhibiting partial discharge 
      gives utilities the opportunity to change-out or wash the affected
      components before the risk of a pole fire begins.
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6. What is your best 
estimate of the cost 
to repair & replace 
the pole and all 
equipment assets 
after a pole fire has 
occurred, including 
labor? 

Q:

The Data

$10-$20,000 Per Repair

63%
Less than $10,000

16%
$20-$30,000 Per Repair

11%
 Over $40,000 Per Repair

5%

Insights

This makes sense because 
the majority of respondents 
to the survey were rural co-
operatives and replacement 
of rural structures and assets 
will usually be less than the 
urban average of $25,000.

Pole Fire Facts
v  The average cost of a pole fire in urban areas is approximately 
      $25,000.

v  The average cost of a pole fire on a 230kV H-frame 
      transmission tower is $50,000.

POLE FIRE
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The Data Insights

Comments
v  Based on experience hot, dry, windy days especially after 
      a dry season and drought are conditions most susceptible 
      for pole fires.

v  Dust and other contamination on insulation due to very little
      rain are primary conditions for pole fire.

v  When forest owners attempt to do a controlled burn, but fail 
      to protect our poles from the fire.

v  Hurricane season.

v  Pole fires occur in summer and winter.  The cause though
      takes years or months to show up.
v  Coastal areas experience more fires following sustained
      “noreasters.”  When calm winds prevail accompanied by high
      humidity it makes dry salt deposits conductive.

The survey suggests spring 
and summer are the most 
prevalent times for pole fires 
to occur (60%).  However, a 
significant 30% of respon-
dents saw no difference in 
seasons for pole fires.  Only 
9% identify fall and winter 
as most prevalent season for 
pole fires.

7. What season do
you see the most
pole fires? 

Q:

Summer

34%

30%

Spring

26%

Combined Fall & Winter

9%

No Significant Difference in
Seasonal Pole Fire Frequency

Pole Fire Facts
v  Moisture forming over top of dirt, dust or fire ash, followed 
      by dry periods accelerate dry band contamination on component 
      surfaces.  The leakage current passes through the wood heating 
      up the through-hole bolt that holds the crossarm to the pole.

v  As the metal bolt heats up, it accelerates the drying of the 
      wood, eventually combusting and causing the pole fire. 

POLE FIRE
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The Data

8. Which weather 
conditions seem to 
be most likely to 
cause pole fires?  

Q:

Extremely Dry Conditions

23%

About the Same Under Various Conditions

22%

Dry to Wet Conditions

18%

Winter to Spring Transitions

16%

Insights

Comments
v  I’ve seen pole fires start under all these conditions.  I think 
      these conditions are changing the leakage path and leakage
      current.  Of course the local environment plays a big part in 
      this as well.

v  Winds often reach 55 mph sustained with 90 mph gusts 
      in New Mexico, which is a factor for creating pole fires.

There seem to be two 
conclusions here.  Extremely 
dry conditions along with 
conditions moving from dry-
to-wet and wet-to-dry, as in 
the winter to spring transition 
seem to be the conditions 
most likely to trigger pole 
fires.

Pole Fire Facts
v  The process from dry band arcing formation to the eventual 
      pole fire can take place quickly or can occur gradually over 
      a period of months.  Dry band arcing is the most indicative 
      risk characteristic for early detection of pole fires.

v  The end of a dry season is when poles are most susceptible 
      to fires – especially when first moisture occurs.

POLE FIRE
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The Data

9. What areas do 
you believe pole 
fires occur more 
frequently in? 

Q:

About the Same in All Areas

42%

Rural Areas

40%

Urban Areas

10%

Insights

Our respondents made a 
good point that rural areas 
are more susceptible to pole 
fires because there are fewer 
people able to identify the 
problem before it results in
a full-fledged pole fire.

Comments
v  We have pole fires in urban areas as well; the difference is 
      more eyes are looking at the pole so something unusual 
      is reported.

v  Places where vegetation issues are more likely and not 
      spotted early.

Pole Fire Facts
v  Power surges on equipment in a state of dry band arcing, 
      current leakage, or tracking can lead to an immediate pole 
      fire ignition.

v  Conditions right after a light rain or fog are particularly prone 
      to catalyze pole fires.

v  Early spring freeze-to-thaw season create conditions susceptible
      to pole fires.
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The Data

10. Does your utility 
distinguish between 
a transformer fire & 
a pole fire?  
 

Q:

Yes

81%

No

12%

Not Sure

7%

Pole Fire Facts
v  Fires are more likely to start where there is shorter distance 
      from conductors to the ground, and because the conductor 
      phases are closer together.

v  The age of wooden poles increases the risk. Poles over 
      35 years old are at highest risk.

v  Wetness, even light rain, makes wood structures less resistant 
      to leakage current.
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The Data

11. Does your 
utility have a specific 
pole fire mitigation 
or prevention 
program? 
 

Q:

No

64%

Yes

19%

Not Sure

17% Comments
v  We are looking to implement an insulator-washing program.

v  We have been installing burn shields on all poles installed.

v  We use Exacter periodically and just bought an infrared
      camera for poles.

v  We are changing porcelain cut outs to polymer.

v  Our standard is to use at least 35 KV insulators on pole within
      5 miles of the coastline.

v  We have vegetation management and are using non-expulsion 
      fuses in areas of concern.

v  We perform regular inspections of poles and line.

v  We work this into our reliability improvement programs.

Insights

The majority of utilities do not 
have a specific pole fire miti-
gation program.  Remediation 
strategies identified include: 
insulator washing programs, 
burn shields, switching to 
polymer poles, changing 
insulators from porcelain to 
polymer, and Exacter circuit 
inspections.

Pole Fire Facts
v  Identifying current leakage and other forms of partial discharge 
      are the best way to eliminate points of risk.

v  High leakage currents are produced when the relative humidity 
      is greater than 70%.
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Insights

Comments and results from this survey indicate that 
a deliberate process to identify partial discharge on 
overhead equipment – especially in rural and coastal 
areas, or during wet-to-dry weather conditions would 
be an effective deterrent to pole fire incidents.
  

12. If so, what 
preventive measures 
against pole fires 
does your utility 
take?

Q:

Comments
v  We are installing fire mesh

v  We are looking to replace failing cutout devices.

v  We are installing burn shields and bill those responsible.

v  We are performing equipment maintenance, tree trimming, 
      and clearing base.

v  Use Exacter periodically & bought an infrared system.

v  We are actively bonding and grounding older structures.

v  We are changing porcelain cut outs out to polymer.

v  Peforming detailed visual inspections every 2 years. 

v  Using Exacter Overhead Assessments.

v  Insulator Replacement Program.

v  Online video surveillance, satellite pictures to monitor. 

v  We recommend regular patrols with the right tools.

v  Frequent inspection/repair, fire-resistant poles.

v  Bonding.

v  Pressure washing insulators.

v  Vegetation management and non-expulsion fuses.

v  Over-insulation.

v  Maximize BIL on equipment. 

Pole Fire Facts
v  Wetness of the wood is also a factor when there is current 
      leakage.  Moisture of wood accelerates burning at points 
      of highest electric field.

v  Leakage current arcs at metal-to-wood interfaces are the primary
      location for fires to start (bolthole) on an overhead asset.
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